This paper considers the relations between various properties of parallel maps of tessellation automata. The properties considered are injectivity, surjectivity, periodpreservability, Poisson stability, finite orderedness, and so on for various subsets of configurations. In addition, Sears' result on the denseness of injective maps is extended to multidimensional tessellation spaces.
INTRODUCTION
The tessellation automata have been discussed by many authors, Moore [7] , Myhill [8] , Amoroso and Cooper [1] , Yamada and Amoroso [14] [15] [16] , Richardson [11] , Amoroso and Patt [2] , Maruoka and Kimura [6] , Nasu [9] , and Nasu and Honda [10] . Richardson proved the relation shown in Fig. 1 , using the Garden of Eden Theorem and the compactness of product topology. In a different approach, Hedlund [4] , Sears [13] , and Ryan [12] defined the shift dynamical system and investigated the properties of the continuous transformations which commute with the shift transformations, and showed many interesting results in one-dimensional tessellation spaces.
Hedlund conjectured that in some sense, the set A of all parallel maps which are injective on the set C of all configurations is relatively sparse in the set E of all parallel maps which are surjective on C. Sears showed that A is nowhere dense in E under the pointwise topology in one-dimensional spaces. In fact, Amoroso and Patt demonstrated the existence of nontrivial injective parallel maps which appeared to be quite rare.
In this paper, we define a metric on multidimensional tessellation spaces, extending the metric given by Hedlund, and investigate the properties of parallel maps. The properties considered are injectivity, surjectivity, period-preservability, Poisson stability, finite orderedness, and so on for various subsets of configurations. Our results refine Richardson's results in detail.
In Section 2, notation and definitions are given. In Section 3, we define the set Cp of all periodic configurations and period-preserving parallel maps, and show that if a parallel map is injective on Cp, then it is surjective on C e . As to one-dimensional spaces, it is shown that injectivity for C, injectivity for C e , period-preservability for C, and period-preservability for Cp are all equivalent properties.
In Section 4, we define Poisson stable and strongly Poisson stable parallel maps, and show that a local map f has R-property if and only if the parallel map f~ of f is Poisson stable on CF. In addition, we define the finite orderedness of parallel maps and investigate the relations between these properties.
In Section 5, we extend the Sears result on the denseness of injective maps to multidimensional spaces. Also we show that, in one-dimensional spaces, the set of all parallel maps which are surjective on Cr is nowhere dense in E under the pointwise topology. As a corollary, it follows that the set of all strongly C F Poisson stable parallel maps is nowhere dense in E under the pointwise topology.
Finally, in Section 6, we give examples of various classes of parallel maps which show nonequivalence between these classes.
PRELIMINARIES
Let No, N, and Z denote respectively the set of all nonnegative integers, the set of all positive integers, and the set of all integers. Let s E N and let Q be a set with I Q I = s where [ Q I means the cardinal of Q. A convenient choice of Q is the set {0, 1,..., s --1}. Usually 0 is designated as the quiescent symbol.
A configuration over Q is a function from z n to Q where n ~ N. The set of all configurations over Q is denoted by C(Q) or simply C if it is clear which Q is involved. The quiescent configuration is defined to be the configuration whose values are all 0 and is denoted by 0. Similarly, ~ denotes the configuration whose values are all a where a ~ Q.
A pattern is a function from Z n to Q which is defined at finitely many points on Z n. These notations will be used to describe the concepts of parallel maps in this section, R-properties in Section 4, rearranged patterns in Section 5, and so on.
Let f be a mapping from Q~ to Q such that f(0 m) = 0 where Q~' denotes the set of all mo-patterns and 0 " denotes the m0-pattern whose values are all 0. The set of all such maps for a given m E N ~ and a given symbol set Q is denoted by F(Q, m) or simply F(m) if it is clear which Q is involved. An element of F(Q, m) is called a local map.
For each i (1 ~ i ~ n), the shift transformation or simply the shift ~ is a mapping from C to C defined by In the remaining part of this section, we summarize the known definitions and propositions on the metric space which will be used through this paper. 
PERIOD-PRESERVABILITY OF PARALLEL ~IAPS
First, we give the definitions of periodic configurations, period-preservability, and Poisson stability of parallel maps. [3] . Intuitively, Poisson stability means that the sequence of configurations ~bn(x)'s (n = 0, 1,...) enters infinitely many times in arbitrary neighborhoods of x, i.e., for any E > 0, U (x, E) n {~bt(x) [ l e N} # ~. Poisson stability and strongly Poisson stability are properties concerned with the dynamical behavior of tessellation automata.
In the following, the relations among injectivity, surjectivity, period-preservability, and (strongly) Poisson stability are considered. The results are summarized in Proposition 3.1 and Fig. 2 Proof. Let ~b be injective on Cp. Suppose that there exists x e Cp such that co[~b(x)] % ~o(x). Let E, = {y [y e Cp and ~oi(y ) ] coi(x) for each i (1 ~< i ~ n)}. The set E, is of finite cardinality. Hence it follows from Remark 3.2 that ~b is not injective on E 1 _C Cp. Thus injeetivity for Cp implies period-preservability for Cp.
Let Ex = {u ] u e Cp and oJ(x) = o~(u)}. Since E~ is of finite cardinality for any x e Ce, there exists nx e N such that q~"-(x) = x. Thus ~b is surjective on Ce.
Conversely, let ~b be period-preserving and surjective on Cp. Suppose that ~b is not injective on Cp. Since ~b is period-preserving on Cp, it contradicts the assumption that ~b is surjective on Cp . Proof. Proofs for (1) --~ (2) and (2) -+ (3) are obvious. It is sufficient to show that (3) implies (1) . Suppose that ~b is not injective on C e . Then it follows from Lemma 3.1 that r is not period-preserving or not snrjective on Ce 9 Clearly ~b is not Cp Poisson stable. (2) Relations for one-dimensional spaces. Nasu and Honda [10] proved that in one-dimensional spaces, ~b is injective on C if and only if @ is surjective on C and injective on Cp. Then it follows from (1) that @ is injective on C if and only if ~h is injective on Cp. Hedlund [4] showed that if @ is surjective on C, then for x e Cp, @-l(x) is a subset of C e . Then it follows from Lemma 3.1 that period-preservability for C e implies injectivity for Ce.
In one-dimensional spaces, it is well known that there exists a parallel map which is surjective on C but not injective on C.
Thus the relations -+ and ~ in Fig. 2 are proved to hold.
POISSON STABILITY OF PARALLEL MAPS
This section is concerned with Poisson stability (strongly Poisson stability) and finite orderedness of parallel maps. Especially, the relations between these properties of parallel maps and R-property of local maps are considered. 
where a~ ~ ~ O are defined as"
and a~ ~ #given. Then a(aX~Ax appears at a period of at most st (s = ] Q l) in the sequence (1).
Proof. Consider the sequence of symbols Ul-H)' u 1-{r a l~(j} "". Since Q is a finite set, there exist positive integers 3"1 and je (1-~<jt <J2) such that a~th)= a~ ~z). Then f(a~h-l~A~) = Jteea(J"-l)a~t " ~tj. By the R-property of f, a~ h-l) = a~ h-l). This process can be continued to obtain a[ 1) = "i-(J) for some positive integer j > 1. Clearly j ~< s + 1.
Since A t appears at a period of t in (1), all)At appears at a period of at most st in (1). THEOREM 4.1.
(1) (2) (3) Proof.
Let f e F(Q, m). Then the .following statements are equivalent. f has R-property. f~o is C e Poisson stable. f, # CF(f~ ) Poisson stable.
First, we prove that (1) implies (2) . We show that for given x ~ C~ and E > 0, there exists l e N such that f| a U (x, E). For simplicity, we first consider one-dimensional spaces. Without loss of generality, we can assume that x(i) = 0 for i >~ 0 and x(--1) =A 0. It is sufficient to show that, for any n ~ N, there exists l ~ N such that x(i) ~ xt(i) for --n ~< i ~< --1 where fo](x) is abbreviated as x t.
We apply Lemma 4.1 to x(--n) "" x(--1) 0r where Or means that the symbols in the right semi-infinite space from (--1) are all zero. Let Ai+l = x(~ "'" x")(m --2) for i/> 0 and let a~ II .... x(--1). Since f(0 ~) --0 and x(--1) va 0, A 1 appears at a period of 1 and x(--1) 0r appears at a period of at most s --1. Next, let Ai+l = x(i)(--l) x"J(0) "" xU~(m --3) for i ) 0, and let a~l 1) = x(--2). Then x(--2) x(--1) Or appears at a period of at most s(s --l ). Similarly x(--n) "" x(--1) 0r appears at a period of at most s~-l(s --1).
Next we consider two-dimensional spaces. Let x ~ CF. We can assume that x(q, r2) = 0 for r 1 >/0 or r~ >~ 0. By an argument similar to that for one-dimensional spaces, it is shown that an m-pattern defined on D~_,, appears at a period of at most sm~m2-a(s --1), where m --(m t , m2). Thus any (m a , m2)-pattern will be regenerated within W~2-X(s --1) steps. The proofs for spaces of more than two dimensions are similar.
The above arguments are similarly applied for CF(fo~ ). Hence R-property implies C v Poisson stability and CF(f~) Poisson stability. Clearly Cp(foo) Poisson stability implies CF Poisson stability. Then the proof will be completed by showing that Cr Poisson stability implies R-property.
We prove that (2) Then by operating f~-0 successively to u I ~l--r , we obtain a sequence of semi-infinite configurations
By virtue of (2), at least one of the terms aA 1 and bA 1 is never regenerated in sequence (3). Thus f~o is not CF Poisson stable. (1) f has R-property. Then the theorem follows from Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.1. A_ 1 , A o , A 1 ,. .., A~ ,... is a periodic sequence with period 1. Since k is an arbitrary positive integer, we conclude that there exists a sequence of nonnegative integers n 1 < n2 < "'" such that limi.~f~on~(x) = x. Since x is an arbitrary element of CF, f~l is Cp Poisson stable. The statement for Ce(f~o ) Poisson stability is similarly proved.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let f be a local map such that fo~ is injective on C. Then if fo~ is Cr(Cv(fo~)) Poisson stable, then f ~o 1 is also CF(C~(f~)
Next, we give the definition of finite orderedness of parallel maps and consider the relation between finite orderedness and Poisson stability. 
(1) ~b is strongly Cr Poisson stable if and only if ~b is Cv Poisson stable and, for any x ~ Cv, there exists P~ ~ N such that p(~b~(x), O) ~ P~ for all l ~ O. (2) ~ is strongly Cv(~b) Poisson stable if and only if 4' is C~($) Poisson stable and, for any x E C(~b), there exist y E fix ~b and P(~,u) e N such that p($Z(x), y) ~ P(~,~) for all l ~ O.
Proof. Let fl and f2 be the local maps in F({0, 1, 2}, 2) given in Table I The next proposition is a known result and will be used in the sequel.
PROPOSITION 5.1 [5] .
A set M is nowhere dense if and only if every nonempty open set has a nonempty open subset disjoint from M.

Let m = (ml ..... m,) ~ N n and let
Cp(m) = {x I x E Ce and wi(x) [ ml for each 1 ~< i ~< n}.
The cyclic shift Sj is defined to be a map from Q" to Qm such that the diagram in Fig. 6 is commutative. Fig. 7 and A is an mo*-pattern. If A ]a = s~... s~,A tb, Proof. There are at most skin n rearranged patterns of (I'*,xi)la's. Since 
., p). Let a, b E Q and A ]a, A Ib__ ~ Q'~. A la is shown in
. Ys , E).
It is sufficient to show that Proof. The set of all strongly C F Poisson stable parallel maps is included in E F . COROLLARY 5.2. A is nowhere dense in E under the pointwise topology [13] .
EXAMPLES OF MAPS WITH VARIOUS PROPERTIES
This section gives examples of maps with various properties. These examples are used to show nonequivalence between various properties.
First we give an algorithm to obtain the set of all fixed points of a parallel map. Let f3 ~ F({0, 1, 2}, 3) be a local map given in Table II . ai-lf3~ is used as an example for obtaining the set of all fixed points. Let M(a~-lf3o~) = (p, q) be the directed graph where the set of all nodes of M is p and the set of all directed branches of M is q. M(a~lfa~) is shown in Fig. 8 .
FIG. 8. Graph of M(oTif3~).
Let M'(ai-~.~ ) be the graph obtained from M(ai-lfaoo) by removing all nodes and branches which do not form cycles. M'(a~lf3,) is shown in Fig. 9 . Then fix ~i-xfz~ is obtained from the set of all infinite pathes on M'(a-Zlfz~o). 
From Fig. 9 , we have the following five possible cases for
(1) 000, Then it follows from Lemma 4.5(2) that ~r~-~r3~ is strongly Cr(a~-~3oo ) Poisson stable.
We now show that a-~lf3~o has infinite order. Let x ~ CF for which
or i>n,
x is expressed as Otl"O,.. Since o~-~fa~o is strongly C F Poisson stable, (ai-~f3,)n'(x) = x for some n~ r N. It is sufficient to show that nz is not bounded. It is seen that Then it is easily shown that
(al 73~o) (0zl Or) = 0t(10) t 1 n-~t 0r for any t e N such that n --2t > 0. Thus, it is proved that n, is not bounded.
PROPOSITION 6.2. There exists a parallel map ~b which is strongly CF(~b ) Poisson stable but not injective on C.
Proof. Let f4 ~F({0, 1, 2}, 3) be the local map given in Table III . We show that f4~o has the desired properties. Since f4 has R-property, f4~ is C~(f4o~ ) Poisson stable. It is seen that fix f4| = {0}. Using methods similar to those used in proving Proposition 6.1, it can be shown that f4~ is strongly C~(f4o~ ) Poisson stable. Since f4oo("" 1212 "") = f4,("' 212l "-') = T, f4oo is not injective on C .   TABLE III   000  0  100  2  200  1  001  0  10!  2  201  1  002  0  102  2  202  I  010  0  110  2  210  1  011  0  111  2  211  1  012  0  112  2  212  1  020  0  120  2  220  1  021  0  121  1  221  2  022  0  122  2 Proof. Let f~ c F({0, 1, 2), 3) be the local map given in Table IV . We show that fs~o has the desired properties. From Table IV , it is easily shown that f~ has R-property and then fs| is strongly C~ Poisson stable. It is seen that fixf~ = {0, 1, 2}. Let x = 1L2Tr 9 Then x ~ CF(f5~o). It is easy to show that (fso~)-X(x) ~ CF(fs~o ). Thus f~o is not surjective on Cv(fs~o ). Proof. Let fn e F({0, 1, 2}, 3) be the local map given in Table V . We show that a-~lf6| has the properties of (1). It is seen that ai-af6oo is injective on C. Using methods similar to those used in proving Proposition 6.1, it is shown that atlf6~o is strongly C •  Poisson stable.   TABLE V   f6  f6  fo   000  0  100  2  200  0  001  0  101  2  201  0  002  1  102  2  202  1  010  0  110  0  210  0  011  1  111  1  211  1  012  1  112  1  212  1  020  2  120  0  220  2  021  2  121  0  221  2  022  2  122  1  222  2 Let x = lt01~. It is easily shown that x is not Poisson stable w.r.t, a~lf6~.
Let f7 EF({0, 1}, 3) be the local map given in Table VI . We show that fToo has the properties of (2) . Since f7 has R-property, fT~ is Cp(fTo~ ) Poisson stable. SincefT(001 ) = 1, it is shown that fT~ is not strongly C F Poisson stable. Proof. Letfs be the local map given in Table VII . We show that f8 . has the desired properties. Since fs has R-property, fs~ is Cv(fs~o ) Poisson stable. Let x = 0zl0~. It is seen that f~(x) 6_ Cv and hence fs, is not surjective on C~. 
